
MCDL Official's Worksheet  (revised 06/18/2023)

Point Scale Referee's Call Judge's Call

10 Excellent Excellent

8 1/2 to 9 1/2 Very Good Very Good

7 to 8 Good Good

5 to 6 1/2 Satisfactory Satisfactory

2 1/2 to 4 1/2 Deficient Deficient

1/2 to 2 Unsatisfactory Unsatisfactory

0 points

A Referee will fail a dive for the following:

1) Assistance was given during the dive.

2) Diver Performed dive other than announced

3) Diver fell into the water or off the board

4) Twist more or less than announced by 90°

5) Feet entered first on head-first dive

6) Head entered first on feet-first dive

7) Diver balked twice

8) Dive refused to execute dive

A judge may FAIL a dive if:          

*Judge feels a dive is FAILED even 

though the Referee did not fail the 

dive.

Maximum 2 pts

*Dive is clearly done in another position other than announced.                                               

*Diver does not make an effort to come out of tuck or pike 

position before entry.                                                         

* Diver begins the twisting motion before feet leave the board.

 *Referee called a 2 point max.

Maximum 4 1/2 

pts

1) Arms above the head on a feet-first entry.                                                   

(Jumps excluded!)                                                                     

2) Dive performed partially out of position (Break in Position)

*Referee called a 4 1/2 point max.       

*Improper use of a tuck in a twisting dive.

Deduction of 2 

points

1) Diver took less than one step before Hurdle.                       

2) Restarted a dive in standing or running position (balk)         

3) Take-Off from Hurdle was from BOTH feet.

Deduction of 

1/2 to 2 points

*Diver opened knees in tuck position.     

*Arms not in correct position on entry.  

*Excessive Rocking, or feet leaving the 

board during standing taskoff.

Deduction of 1 

to 3 points

*Correct starting position was NOT 

assumed prior to executing the dive.


